
 
Volvo TRUCKS range
WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS, WE HAVE A TRUCK SUITED TO YOU

Volvo Trucks. Driving Progress



3 axle – 26 tonne

4 axle – 32 tonne

2 axle – 18 tonne

2 axle – 16 tonne

2 axle – 14 tonne

2 axle – 12 tonne

2 axle – 10 tonne

*36 tonne max allowed in Ireland 

Rigids GVW Engine Sizes

Tractors GCW

2 axle – 40 tonne

3 axle – 44 tonne

3/4 axle – Heavy Haul

2 axle – 32 tonne

2 axle – 24 tonne

FL5

FL5

FL8

FL8

FMX

FMX

FE

FE

FH

FH

FM

FM

FH16

FH16

Construction Heavy Haulage Municipal & Waste Regional/Distribution Fuel/Petrochemical Long Haul

The history of the truck is a very exciting one
When Volvo produced its first truck in 1928, trucks were regarded as just a 
complement to horse-drawn wagons, the railways and sea transportation. 
Today, the truck has become the main tool for transporting goods; essential for 
a modern society to function.

Throughout its history Volvo has proven to be a true innovator. Based in 
Gothenburg, Sweden the company has been at the forefront of many of the 
major developments in truck design and technology such as turbocharged diesel 
engines, tilt cabs, Swedish cab impact test and the Globetrotter cab, which one 
could say revolutionised driver comfort and safety. The Volvo Group has grown 
to be a major global supplier of trucks and transport solutions including trucks, 
buses, industrial engines and construction equipment. 

Improvement in many small steps
It is not just the big breakthroughs that matter but all the small ones that 
reinforce each other. The outcome is greater reliability, improved economy, 
better uptime and higher performance that you can count on every journey. 
We measure every parameter and every fluctuation, however small, to find the 
fractions that make a difference to your bottom line.

Volvo in the UK and Ireland
In 1967, Jim Keyden and Jim McKelvie’s company, Ailsa Trucks Ltd became 
the sole Volvo Trucks concessionaire for the UK and Ireland. From day one, 
the focus of the company was that the best trucks need the best aftermarket 
support and dealer network to ensure minimum downtime and maximum 
productivity.

For over fifty years, Volvo Trucks has offered transport operators in the UK and 
Ireland a wide choice of trucks with the introduction of the revolutionary F86. 

Today, Volvo Trucks and its dealer network are focused on delivering a total 
transport solution to you based on, maximum uptime, quality and customer 
service.
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Volvo F86 the UK’s first Volvo truck pictured with the 50th anniversary Ailsa Edition FH16 

Which Volvo truck is the one for you?Decades of  
driving progress
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16 litre – 550, 650, 750bhp

13 litre – 420, 460, 500, 540bhp

New 11 litre engine:  
330, 380, 430, 460bhp

13 litre – 420, 460, 500, 540bhp

New 11 litre engine:  
330, 380, 430, 460bhp

13 litre – 420, 460, 500bhp

8 litre – 250, 280, 320, 350bhp

8 litre – 250, 280bhp

5 litre – 210, 240bhp

Crossing continents or driving in dense city traffic, carrying timber on muddy rural roads or 
distributing food in the early mornings. Whatever your needs, we have a truck suited to you.

5 axle – 36 tonne* FHFM FMX



Cabs

Day cab 1.6m
Comfort cab 2.0m for extra 
storage or bunk
Crew cab 4 door 6 person 
(10-16 tonne only)

Volvo FL 4x2 Rigids

10 tonne   FL510      —
12 tonne   FL512   FL812 
14 tonne   FL514   FL814 
16 tonne   FL516   FL816 
18 tonne      —       FL818

Special Applications

FL Road sweeper chassis 
available at 12 & 16 tonne
FL8 4x4 Rigid at 12, 14 & 
16 tonne 
FL Fire engine Crew cab
ADR dangerous goods 
FL814 Urban tractor with  
24 tonne GCW

Volvo FL5 Engines 
Power & Torque

D5K   210bhp    800Nm
D5K   240bhp   900Nm

Volvo FL8 Engines 
Power & Torque

D8K   250bhp     940Nm
D8K   280bhp   1050Nm

Transmissions

6 speed I-Sync automated
6 or 9 speed manual
6 speed automatic
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VOLVO Fl easy to own, easy to drive…
We understand the diverse range of transport challenges you face. Whether this involves 
distributing goods to shops and restaurants, performing municipal services such as fire 
and rescue operations, or driving at a construction site, we’re committed to being by 
your side every step of the way.

The Volvo FL has a wide range of driveline and cab options to tailor the truck to your 
operation – from the needs of a low speed road sweeper to the performance demands 
of a fire engine – there is a Volvo FL suitable for you.

A great place to work
Driving the Volvo FL is easy whether you choose the 5 litre engine at 10-16 tonne or 
the 8 litre engine at 12-18 tonne. With a simple 6 speed I-Sync automated gearbox or a 
full automatic, all you have to do is concentrate on the road ahead. If you prefer manual 
control there is a 6 speed in both models and for tougher applications, the 8 litre models 
are also available with a 9 speed manual range change.

A wide range of gearbox and engine power take-offs, including a pulley drive for a fridge 
alternator is available along with wheelbase and battery options to ensure maximum 
productivity from the body.

Entering and exiting a truck is hard work. The Volvo FL has been designed for multi-drop 
operations with a simple two-step entry and easily accessible grab handles.

Safe and convenient
When it comes to safety, the all steel cab meets the Swedish impact demands, the most 
stringent legislative demands in the world.

Like all Volvo trucks, the Volvo FL has many active safety systems; including 
electronically controlled disc brakes and electronic stability control to help prevent 
rollover and improve directional stability.

Distinctive daytime running lights and headlights are integrated into the bumper – a 
three-piece unit with corner sections made of steel for extra durability and inexpensive 
repairs in the event of minor bumps and scrapes.

A Lane Keeping System monitors the truck’s position on the road. All Volvo FL 4x2 
models with rear or full air and steel suspension now feature collision warning with 
Advanced Emergency Braking. This measures the speed and distance of the vehicle in 
front and warns the driver to apply the brake if the vehicle slows down or stops quickly. 
If the driver does not respond the truck will apply the emergency brake.

The cab also has the option of a side window in the lower passenger door to increase 
driver’s visibility of cyclists and pedestrians.

To discover the full Volvo FL story, please visit our website.

In summary…



Cabs

Day cab 1.6m
Comfort cab 2.0m 
Sleeper cab 2.2m
Low entry cab – 2 person
Low entry cab – 4 person

Volvo FE Range

18 tonne 
4x2 Platform –  
Rear Air Suspension
4x2 Rigid –  
Steel Suspension
26 tonne 
6x2 Platform –  
Rear Air Suspension
6x4 Rigid – B ride
Tractor 
4x2 Tractor –  
Rear Air Suspension

Special Applications

FE LEC for 4x2 & 6x2 full 
air suspension
ADR dangerous goods

Transmissions

12 speed I-Shift 
automated 
6 or 9 speed manual
6 speed automatic

Volvo FE Engines 
Power & Torque

D8K   250bhp     950Nm
D8K   280bhp   1050Nm
D8K   320bhp   1200Nm
D8K   350bhp   1400Nm
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VOLVO FE your flexible working partner…

Low Entry Cab
The Volvo FE also features the option for a  
Low Entry Cab (LEC) with low in-step and room  
for up to three passengers. The driving position  
is 200mm lower than the standard truck (it can  
be lowered even further by combined use of the  
front air suspension). There is also the option for  
a two passenger version with a central engine 
tunnel for distribution.

The Volvo FE lives up to its reputation as a multi-purpose, versatile vehicle, delivering 
excellent driveability combined with first-class productivity, manoeuvrability and 
generous visibility.

From regional distribution to light construction, utilities and refrigerated transport – the 
Volvo FE takes flexible performance as an 18 or 26 tonne rigid or 4x2 city tractor to a 
whole new level. Furthermore, it offers the driver a comfortable, spacious environment in 
which to work and the best two pedal transmission in the business – the Volvo I-Shift.

Power for your business
Powered by the Volvo D8K six-cylinder engine, the Volvo FE has excellent acceleration, 
effortless low speed handling and first class pulling power. Power output options 
are 250, 280, 320 or 350bhp and produce 950, 1050, 1200 or 1400Nm of torque 
respectively over a wide rev range.

A true driving experience
The Volvo FE is available with a simple 6 or 9 speed manual 
transmission or a full 6 speed automatic for municipal or city 
operations. However, the most popular choice is the Volvo 
I-Shift transmission. This offers incredible driveline flexibility 
in the city and on regional routes for an easier working day 
and optimises gear shifting for fuel savings and reduced 
emissions. I-Shift can be further supplemented with two 
additional software options for construction and distribution 
or fuel and economy.

The Volvo FE comes with a range of cabs for your safety 
and comfort, from the day and the comfort cabs – for 
extra storage space – to the full length single Sleeper cab. 
Furthermore, the Volvo FE also has the option of a side 
window in the lower passenger door to increase driver’s 
visibility of cyclists and pedestrians.

To discover the full Volvo FE story,  
please visit our website.

In summary…



Cabs

Day cab
Sleeper cab
Low Sleeper cab –  
For car transporters
Globetrotter – High roof 
Sleeper cab
Globetrotter LXL – Extra 
high roof Sleeper cab
Crew cab – 4 door 6 person

Volvo FM Range

Rigids 
4x2, 6x2 Tag, 6x2 Pusher, 
6x4, 8x2, 8x4, 8x2 Tridem, 
8x4 Tridem, 10x4 Tridem

Tractors 
4x2, 6x2 Pusher, 6x2 Tag 
& 6x4

Special Applications

ADR dangerous goods
Lightweight 6x2 tractor
Short long car transporter

D11 Engines Power  
& Torque

D11K   330bhp   1600Nm

D11K   380bhp   1800Nm

D11K   430bhp   2050Nm

D11K   460bhp   2200Nm

D13 Engines Power  
& Torque

D13K   420bhp   2100Nm

D13K   460bhp  2300Nm

D13K   500bhp  2500Nm

LNG 
G13C   420bhp   2100Nm 

G13C   460bhp  2300Nm

Transmissions

12 speed I-Shift automated 

6 speed Powertronic 

I-Shift Crawler Gears – 
D13 only

VOLVO FM the flexible solution…
The Volvo FM is designed to operate in urban and regional environments. This can 
involve regular routes with many stops where the vehicle becomes part of everyday 
community life. However, it doesn’t just stop there; the Volvo FM is more than capable 
of meeting specific sector requirements from an 8x4 insulated tipper to a fire engine or 
a 44 tonne artic.

Maximum productivity
The Volvo FM covers a comprehensive range of models for all applications. The rigid 
range offers several chassis heights for maximum volume or low loading height, 
with a special short long 6x2 drawbar rigid with low sleeper cab optimised for car 
transportation.

Fuel efficiency
The Volvo FM can be powered by the Volvo D11K engine from 330-460bhp for payload 
sensitive operations or the Volvo D13K from 420-500bhp. Both engines offer excellent 
performance and economy, this is further enhanced by the Volvo I-Shift transmission. 
Additional Volvo I-Shift software increases economy with the Volvo I-Roll freewheeling 
function and Volvo I-See, which ensures the correct gear is always selected in cruise 
control, whatever the terrain. For heavier duty applications the Volvo FM 13 Litre is now 
available with I-Shift crawler gears.

Comfort and safety
With a variety of cabs available, from day cab to Globetrotter LXL, the Volvo FM is 
equipped with new groundbreaking features including Volvo Dynamic Steering available 
on single and twin front axles for exceptional driveability and a more comfortable 
working day.

A range of driving, sleeping, safety and media packages complement the choice of  
trim to match your style. Choose from vinyl, fabric or leather to fine tune the cab to your 
needs. With the driver in mind the cab comes equipped with enhanced safety items 
including a driver’s airbag, hill-hold function, electric park brakes as well as a range of 
active safety devices including Lane Keeping Support, Lane Changing Support and 
Electronic Stability Control. As well as Collision Warning with Advanced Emergency 
Braking.

To discover the full Volvo FM story, please visit our website.
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In summary…

LNG
For reduced CO2 emissions the Volvo FM is now 
available with the G13C LNG engine at 420bhp 
and 460bhp. See page 15 for more information.



Cabs

Day cab
Sleeper cab
Globetrotter – High roof 
Sleeper cab
Crew cab – 4 door 6 person 

Volvo FMX Range

Rigids 
4x2, 4x4, 6x2 Tag, 6x4, 
6x6, 8x2, 8x4, 8x6, 8x2 
Tridem, 8x4 Tridem,  
10x4 Tridem, 10x6 Tridem
Tractors 
4x2, 6x2, 6x4, 4x4 & 6x6 

Special Applications

Five axle FMX models for 
crane, recovery or off-road 
construction

D11 Engines Power  
& Torque

D11K   330bhp   1600Nm
D11K   380bhp   1800Nm
D11K   430bhp   2050Nm
D11K   460bhp   2200Nm

D13 Engines Power  
& Torque

D13K   420bhp   2100Nm
D13K   460bhp  2300Nm
D13K   500bhp  2500Nm
D13K   540bhp  2600Nm 

Transmissions

12 speed I-Shift automated 
6 speed Powertronic

I-Shift Crawler Gears – 
D13 only

VOLVO FMX drive it to the extreme…
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The Volvo FMX has been developed to make driving in construction applications easier 
and safer. Exceptional off-road capabilities and clearances make it a true all-rounder; at 
home in a quarry, on a building site or driving down the highway.

True all-rounder
Whatever your construction needs are, we’ve got a Volvo FMX model for you. The range 
includes 4x2 up to 6x6 tractors and as well a full range of rigids from 4x2 all the way up 
to 10x6.

The popular Volvo FMX 8x4 model is available with the traditional twin front axles or as 
a tridem as either on-road or off-road defined vehicles.

For 6x4 and 8x4 models there is a full range of tandem drive bogies – the tough 
lightweight parabolic B-ride, heavy multi-leaf T-ride and even an air suspension 
specifically designed for off-road use, with the option of a rear lifting axle for saving fuel 
and tyre wear when you are running home empty.

Power to drive your business
The Volvo FMX range offers you a choice of two engines – the D11K or D13K. 

The Volvo FMX is available with I-Shift, a simple automated two-pedal design with  
12 speeds. It features an intuitive gear lever control located on the driver’s seat, offering 
the flexibility to drive as an automatic or manual, as your needs dictate. I-Shift can be 
enhanced with construction and distribution software and then further programmed for 
off-road driving, kick-down and advanced PTO functions. I-Shift also works in tandem 
with the Volvo Engine Brake to maximise retardation and reduce wear on the main 
foundation brakes.

Enhancing your driving experience
The Volvo FMX is available with Volvo Dynamic Steering to enhance the driver’s comfort 
and reduce the effort required to steer a heavily loaded truck, even on an 8x4 with twin 
front axles. With many cab options from day to sleeper cabs we have the right choice of 
vehicle for your application.

The cab interior is spacious with well-known features. With a choice of vinyl, fabric or 
leather trim the Volvo FMX has a tough and durable interior. Complemented by simple 
mirrors, offering practicality and vision. The cab is ideally suited for easy entry, low 
driving position and manoeuvring in tight environments.

To discover the full Volvo FMX story, please visit our website. 

In summary…



VOLVO FH the future just got better…
The award winning Volvo FH is designed to be a long distance champion; offering 
maximum living and storage space, as well as a superbly engineered driving position 
coupled with excellent steering adjustment for maximum comfort and safety.

No compromise on performance
The Volvo D13K – provides power aplenty with the options of 420, 460, 500 and 
540bhp. Coupled with the I-Shift gearbox the Volvo FH ensures maximum economy 
with no sacrifice in performance. The New D13TC Turbo Compound engine with 
I-Save, is now available at 460 or 500hp. The Turbo Compound, recovers energy from 
the exhaust gases to provide up to an additional 300Nm of torque to the crankshaft, 
providing excellent torque characteristics for improved fuel economy and driveability.

Volvo leads the way and is the first truck manufacturer to offer a dual clutch gearbox.  
The I-Shift Dual Clutch offers a seamless faster shift without a break in torque, for 
superb hill climbing, faster journey times and increased comfort. For heavy haulage 
applications there is the option of I-Shift with up to two additional crawler gears.

Active safety and driver support
The Volvo FH offers a safe working environment. The new cab design focuses on 
forward, lateral and rearward vision and this is highlighted by the deeper door screens 
and slim mirror design. The Volvo FH cab has been crash-tested to be the safest Volvo 
truck ever and features forward collision warning with advanced emergency brake, lane 
departure warning and electronic stability control. 

This can be further enhanced with the Active Safety Package including Lane Changing 
Support, which scans the vehicle’s nearside blind spots during lane change manoeuvres, 
Driver Alert Support, giving the driver a warning if a break is required and also Adaptive 
Cruise Control ensuring the correct and safe travelling distance from the vehicle in front 
whilst adjusting the speed of the truck accordingly.

Cabs for everyone
From the sleeper to the Globetrotter XL all cabs can be tailored to your needs. The 
Sleeper pack offers comfortable single or twin occupancy with a choice of pull-out wider 
or reclining bunks. The fabric and trim in the cab can be customised from simple vinyl, 
textile to full leather options.

Convenience options such as microwave preparation, under bunk fridge or flat screen 
TV preparation, which uses the vehicle’s speakers, make you feel like you’re at home. 
The unique I-Park cool air conditioning system is designed to keep you cool even when 
you’re parked.

To discover the full Volvo FH story, please visit our website.
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In summary…

Cabs

Sleeper cab
Globetrotter – High roof 
Sleeper cab
Globetrotter XL – Extra 
high roof Sleeper cab

Volvo FH Range

Rigids 
4x2, 6x2 Tag, 6x4, 8x2, 
8x4, 8x2 Tridem,  
8x4 Tridem, 10x4
Tractors 
4x2, 6x2 Pusher, 6x2 Tag,  
6x4, 8x4

D13 Engines Power  
& Torque

D13K   420bhp   2100Nm
D13K   460bhp  2300Nm
D13K   500bhp  2500Nm
D13K   540bhp  2600Nm
LNG 
G13C   420bhp   2100Nm 
G13C   460bhp  2300Nm

Transmissions

12 speed I-Shift automated
12 speed I-Shift automated  
Dual Clutch
I-Shift with Crawler Gears

I-Save with D13TC 
Turbo Compound 
Engines

D13TC 460bhp 2600Nm
D13TC 500bhp 2800Nm

I-Save is a combination of 
the new efficient D13TC 
Turbo Compound engine 
and the Long Haul Fuel 
Package with advanced 
functions including I-Roll 
and I-See.

LNG
The new Volvo FH has the option of LNG at 
420bhp or 460bhp. See page 15 for more 
information.



Cabs

Sleeper cab
Globetrotter – High roof 
Sleeper cab
Globetrotter XL – Extra 
high roof Sleeper cab

Volvo FH Range

Rigids 
4x2, 6x2 Pusher, 6x2 Tag,  
6x4, 8x2, 8x4, 8x2 Tridem, 
8x4 Tridem
Tractors 
4x2, 6x2 Pusher, 6x2 Tag, 
6x4, 8x4, 10x4 Tridem 

D16K Engines Power  
& Torque

D16K   550bhp  2900Nm

D16K   650bhp   3150Nm

D16K   750bhp   3550Nm

Transmissions

12 speed I-Shift automated

I-Shift with Crawler Gears

VOLVO FH16 the heavyweight champion…
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The Volvo FH16 is everything you would expect it to be and more… if you do not like to 
compromise on performance or style, this is the truck for you. With Volvo’s strongest 
truck engine to date, the D16K sets its own standard for the toughest and most 
challenging transport missions. 

It starts with power
The Volvo D16K in-line, six-cylinder, 16 litre, twin turbocharged and intercooled diesel 
engine produces up to a groundbreaking 750bhp. This equates to 3550Nm of torque, 
90% of which is available directly from the start, for exceptional driveability with a 
steady flow of power, ideal for maintaining a high average speed or heavy load.

Safety first
A Volvo truck should be as safe to drive as possible. The Volvo FH16 is no exception. 
Also, there are plenty of driver support systems to choose from, all designed to minimise 
the risk of road accidents.

Safety features, such as the lane changing support, driver alert support and adaptive 
cruise control have all been designed with safety in mind to control and manage lane 
change manoeuvres and the driving distance between you and the vehicle in front. 

Comfort and style
With a wide range of cabs available, you can choose from sleeper cab, Globetrotter or 
Globetrotter XL and customise it according to your needs; for single or twin occupancy.

On the inside, the Volvo FH16 has its own unique interior. Increased driver space, height 
and storage volume puts the driver first. Wider or inclined comfortable beds, a rotating 
passenger seat and improved interior lighting make life easier, whereas the special 
interior colour scheme – purple-blue tone and contrasting bronze – is echoed in all the 
fabrics, upholstery and steering wheel, to further reinforce the aura of exclusivity.

To discover the full Volvo FH16 story, please visit our website.

In summary…



Volvo Trucks LNG

Go accessorise…
Your truck, your way
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Seat Covers

Air Horns

Welcome to Volvo Trucks Accessories
Personalisation can involve a wide array of things – any extras that make a 
difference in terms of convenience, safety, economy and performance. 

In the Volvo Trucks Accessories brochure you will find a wide range of 
accessories that can tailor the truck to your personal or business needs.

Additional lights, upgrades to the audio system, extra safety features, software, 
gadgets, fittings, and trimmings. All the things you need for a more personalised 
and efficient operation.

Every product is developed or selected according to Volvo’s strict specifications 
for quality and safety. Specially designed for Volvo Trucks to ensure a perfect fit. 
The choice is yours…

To discover the full range of accessories, please visit our website.

Ask your Volvo dealer or please visit our website volvotrucks.co.uk to learn more.

* This covers the emissions from the vehicle during usage, so called “tank to wheel”.

Through an innovative solution, combining 
Volvo’s proven diesel technology with liquefied 
natural gas, our new gas-powered trucks offer 
reduced CO2 emissions with uncompromised 
performance.

Making sustainable transport possible within 
heavy regional and long-haul operations.

There are no other trucks like this on the market. Check out what makes our solution unique, and 
why it’s an excellent choice for both your business and the environment.

Same performance
Same driveability
Same productivity
But 20% less CO2

A competitive 
advantage
The transport industry 
faces increasing 
demands from customers 
to reduce their emissions. 

A Volvo gas-powered 
truck gives you a 
competitive advantage 
and may provide you with 
an opportunity to secure 
future contracts.

A solid 
solution
The new gas-powered 
engine is based on our 
state-of-the-art D13 
engine. 

Efficiency, performance 
and service intervals 
remain in line with 
today’s current product.

A reduced 
footprint
For companies with 
sustainability goals, 
our Volvo gas-powered 
trucks offer an immediate 
20% reduction of CO2 
emissions*. 

Running on bio-LNG, a 
reduction of 100%* CO2 
may be possible.

Lower fuel 
costs
Volvo’s new gas-
powered trucks offer 
the same fuel efficiency 
as our diesel-powered 
equivalents.

However, since LNG is 
cheaper, there’s a good 
opportunity to reduce 
your fuel costs.

1 2 3 4 5
Performs  
like a diesel
The powertrain in our  
new gas-powered trucks 
is based on our renowned 
engine technology. 
It offers the same 
performance and load 
capacity – but with 20% 
less CO2 emissions*.
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Transport Services

Roadcrew

A Strong Dealer Network

Volvo Insurance
When your vehicle is critical to running your business,  
it’s important that you have the right insurance in place 
to cover your valuable assets. 

Gap Insurance – Contract Hire  In the event of your asset being 
written off (total loss) you are covered for the possible financial 
loss between the insurer pay-out and the Volvo Financial Services 
finance settlement figure.

Gap Insurance – Return to Invoice  In the event of your asset being 
written off (total loss) you are covered for the possible financial loss 
between the insurer pay-out and the original invoice price. 

Mechanical Breakdown Insurance*  Available as either an 
extension to the manufacturer warranty program, or for all used 
Volvo Trucks Programmes. 

General Insurance Road/Risk*  Designed to cover damages and/
or total losses to a vehicle in a sudden and unforeseeable accident 
by the owner or third party. 

Driver Development
Volvo Trucks’ Driver Development programme offers 
drivers the opportunity to refine their skills and 
competence, leading to improved safety and reduced 

fuel consumption. This service, presented in conjunction with 
our dealers, can help operators increase fleet productivity, while 
reducing the risks and enhancing the personal safety of every Volvo 
driver. All courses are accredited to meet Driver CPC demands.

Dynafleet/Dynafleet App
Volvo Trucks’ user-friendly fleet management system 
allows you to monitor fuel consumption, driver times, 
emissions and service intervals in real time from any 

location, through an intuitive web interface. Traffic planning maximises 
resources by utilising your entire vehicle fleet whilst helping to reduce 
fuel consumption. Administration is simplified through integration 
with existing office systems. All to make your business run more 
efficiently. Dynafleet is also available as a highly practical online app.

Every Drop Counts 
At Volvo Trucks we pride ourselves in taking our 
environmental responsibilities seriously. It is therefore 
our philosophy that every drop of fuel that our vehicles 

use makes a difference, by incorporating services such as driver 
training, vehicle maintenance, traffic planning systems and analysis. 
Our aim is to show that, by taking relatively small steps, your fuel 
consumption can be markedly reduced. The overall result is as kind 
to the environment as it is to your pocket.

Fuel Advice
Fuel Advice provides you with access to our fuel 
management coaches – true experts in reducing fuel 
consumption. Each month you receive enhanced fuel 

reports with personalised advice on how to improve. Ask your local 
dealer for more information on how the Fuel Advice service can help 
you run a more fuel efficient business or please visit our website. 

Volvo Financial Services
We’ve got a wide range of financial packages through 
Volvo Financial Services for a positive impact on  
your business.

1   Hire Purchase – Own a truck through regular repayments 
without investing all of your capital at once. And when you make 
that final payment, the truck is yours.

2   Volvo Finance Lease – Flexible and tax efficient financing  
to fund your truck without having to draw on capital reserves. 

3   Contract Hire – All the benefits of a leasing agreement with a  
top class service, repair and maintenance plan; without the risk  
of ownership. 

4   Operating Lease – Low payment, low risk finance for the truck  
to earn money as you pay for its use, but without the problem of  
disposal, enabling you to have the most up-to-date trucks, at 
minimal cost.

Service Contracts
Volvo Gold Contract – You are guaranteed the best 
possible uptime and since preventive maintenance and 
truck repairs are included, you have full cost control. 

The result is carefree ownership and all the time you need to focus  
on getting the most out of your business.

Volvo Silver Contract – Takes care of all preventive maintenance 
and all driveline repairs are included. This helps you run your 
business without unwelcome and expensive repair costs.

Volvo Blue Contract – All preventive maintenance is taken care  
of and your truck gets an agreed service plan. This improves uptime 
and helps you run a more profitable business. 

Volvo Compliance Contract – With the Volvo Compliance 
Contract we combine a fixed monthly low cost fee, skilled Volvo 
Technicians and easy administration to keep your vehicle compliant 
and on the road.

To discover the full transport services offer, please visit  
our website.
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* Global Insurance Management/AXA is an appointed insurance broker for Volvo Financial Services. ABSL trading as Premier BusinessCare who are an insurance intermediary authorised  
and regulated by the FCA. Details of Premier BusinessCare’s authorisation (registration number 304779) can be verified by visiting the Financial Services Register, which can be found  
on the website register.fca.org.uk 

Buying a truck is an important long-term 
investment. It should be a careful, considered 
choice, based on many different factors.

Once you have made this decision, you should be 
free to concentrate on your business. When you 
purchase a Volvo, we let you do precisely that.

Roadcrew Solutions – a division of the Volvo 
Group UK Limited, supports the Volvo dealer 
network by providing a comprehensive range of 
parts and services designed to meet the needs of 
truck and bus operators in the UK and Ireland. 

Roadcrew understands the operators’ need for both  
high quality and economical pricing coupled with  
first class availability and technical back-up.  
Roadcrew makes available, through your  
Volvo Dealer, everything you need in addition to  
Genuine Volvo Parts and Service to maintain your  
trucks and trailers and to operate your workshop. 

To discover the full Roadcrew story, please visit www.road-crew.com

Volvo focuses on keeping your business 
on the road – whatever your location. 

Our network is constantly expanding and 
our strategically located service points 
worldwide ensure that, as part of the 
family, you are never far from first-class 
customer service.
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